PROGRAM GUIDE

COMPETITION OVERVIEW
The KATT Safety 500 is an annual sales competition hosted by FIXFAST USA. Being
an Indianapolis-based company, we get to witness firsthand the spirit of the Month
of May and the Indianapolis 500. We aim to offer the same spirit and opportunity to
our customers with the KATT Safety 500 Sales Competition.
The goal of the competition is to purchase as many linear feet of our
KATTGUARD™ Roof Guardrail Systems as you can between April 1st and April
29th, 2022. At the end of the competition, the office that completed the most laps
around the KATT Safety 500 Speedway wins 4 race-day tickets to the Indianapolis
500 on May 29th, 2022! One lap around the KATT Safety 500 Speedway is 2,500ft.
You must complete a minimum of one lap to be eligible to win the KATT Safety 500.
For full competition terms and conditions see the last page.

1 LAP = 2,500 LINEAR FEET
1 WINNER
4 RACE-DAY TICKETS

KATTGUARD™ GR31
The KATTGUARD™ GR31 Internal Wall Mount Guardrail provides the highest level
of passive safety for internal wall-mounted applications. KATTGUARD™ GR31
posts are positioned a maximum of 8ft on center. This system is sold in kit form to
ensure all components are included for a seamless installation.
Product Page: fixfastusa.com/roof-guardrail/internal-wall-mount/

KATTGUARD™ GR32
The KATTGUARD™ GR32 Metal Roof Mount Guardrail is designed for metal roofs
including R panel and standing seam systems. The KATTGUARD™ GR32 system
can either be fastened down with self-sealing rivets to the metal deck or with nonpenetrating clamps to suit the standing seam profile.
Product Page: fixfastusa.com/roof-guardrail/metal-roof-mount/

KATTGUARD™ GR33
The KATTGUARD™ GR33 External Wall Mount Guardrail provides the highest level
of passive safety for external wall-mounted applications. KATTGUARD™ GR33
posts are positioned a maximum of 8ft on center. This system is sold in kit form to
ensure all components are included for seamless installation.
Product Page: fixfastusa.com/roof-guardrail/external-wall-mount/

KATTGUARD™ GR34
The KATTGUARD™ GR34 Non-Penetrating Guardrail System provides the highest
level of passive safety for membrane and built-up roof systems. The KATTGUARD™
GR34 guardrail features a plastic-coated steel weighted base that sits on top of
the roofing membrane resulting in a completely freestanding system that is OSHA
compliant. KATTGUARD™ GR34 bases and posts are positioned a maximum of
10ft on center. This system is sold in kit form to ensure all components are included
for seamless installation.
Product Page: fixfastusa.com/roof-guardrail/non-penetrating

KATTGUARD™ GR36
The KATTGUARD™ GR36 Surface Mount Aluminum Guardrail is designed for flat
roof applications where an alternative to weighted bases is needed. This system
is particularly suited for sloped roof projects and applications where higher wind
loads, ice buildup, and snow loads are typical. The KATTGUARD™ GR36 system
is fastened down with the KATTPOINT™ Anchor System, by Anchor Products. The
KATTPOINT™ Anchor, by Anchor Products is supplied with the project-specific
roof membrane pre-attached to ensure a waterproof connection and maintain the
warranty. The KATTPOINT™ system, by Anchor Products, is approved by all major
membrane manufacturers. This guardrail system can be easily customized on-site
to suit specific site requirements.
Product Page: fixfastusa.com/roof-guardrail/surface-mount/

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Terms and Conditions. This competition is valid for any KATTGUARD™ GR31,
GR32, GR33, GR34, GR35 and GR36 Guardrail System purchase order placed
between April 1, 2022 7:00 am EST to April 29, 2022 4:30 pm EST and is at
FIXFAST USA sole discretion. A minimum of 2,500 linear feet must be purchased
within the given time frame to be eligible to receive the competition prize. Should
the minimum requirement of 2,500 linear feet purchased not be reached by any
account or office location, then no prize shall be awarded. Limit of (4) Indy 500
Race Day Tickets awarded to the winning office. Indy 500 Race Day Tickets will be
delivered within (15) business days from the end of the competition. FIXFAST USA
reserves the right to supply an alternative gift should the Indy 500 Race Day Tickets
become unavailable. The Indy 500 Race Day Tickets are non-refundable and there
is no cash alternative.

